
“You can spend more time teaching your  
lessons than setting and monitoring written  
bits of homework… you are doing the job  

you’ve signed up to do and that’s what  
Educake is to me.”

Case study

Securing scientific knowledge

At Castleford Academy in West Yorkshire, the science department use Educake with their students 
for retrieval practice, freeing teachers up to explore concepts in the classroom.

“With a GCSE science paper, a large part of the test is based on things the students have to know by heart. 
Educake helps secure that knowledge, so when students have to think about something, they’re not racking 

their brains to dredge up the basic concepts. We can then go deeper 
and get that depth of understanding of abstract concepts in lessons.

“ In order for children to succeed they have to be able to just access  
the answer autonomously. When kids look at a question about covalent 
bonds in diamond, they know because they’ve seen it so many times, 
it’s 4 in diamond, 3 in graphite. And because they’ve got that answer 
straight away they can think, what is the difference between 3 and 4? 
They can think about electrical conductivity in graphite and how  
it’s different in diamond.”

 We use it for retrieval practice, which is based on the cognitive 
science of how students actually learn. We use it to recap the prior 
knowledge, in a structured format that follows our learning order, so  
that we’re constantly reassessing prior knowledge.

Catherine Wilson
• Position: Head of Science

• Length of time using Educake: 2 years 



Really easy for students

Educake is used in all years in the science department, and Year 10 and 11 students especially  
use Educake as they can see the benefit to their learning. Students like that it’s so easy to access  
on their phones.

“The thing is it’s user friendly. It’s really easy to set up. I think they like the format better than some of the other 
platforms they use. With other platforms students didn’t really like just reading through it and then typing it in.  
It didn’t really test them. And, yes, there’s still kids that don’t do the homework. But the percentage is much less 
than when they have to do homework on paper. It saves time hugely and you can see children access it 
regularly. You can see them learn – and like to learn.”

Frees time to do more teaching

Catherine likes that teachers can use their marking time to review 6-mark questions rather than 
simple recall questions.

“It’s a really good tool for removing homework issues in the classroom because you don’t have to talk to kids 
about it in a negative way. Checking homework’s done and collecting it is taken care of. That’s no small thing; 
nothing in a classroom takes two minutes. By taking out that ‘Where’s your homework question?’ it frees up 
huge amounts of time over a year.”

Catherine’s conclusion:
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 It saves marking. No one likes marking! Why would you want  
to do something that takes more time and more effort for a teacher to 
mark than pupils have put effort in to complete?


